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Abstract
Modern geo-position system (GPS) enabled smart

phones are generating an increasing volume of information
about their users, including geo-located search, movement,
and transaction data. While this kind of data is increas-
ingly rich and offers many grand opportunities to identify
patterns and predict behaviour of groups and individuals,
it is not immediately obvious how to develop a framework
for extracting plausible inferences from these data. In our
case, we have access to a large volume (more than half a
billion individual records) of real user data from the Poynt
smart phone application, and we have developed a generic
and layered system architecture to incrementally find ag-
gregate items of interest within that data. “Interest” is
based on the semantics of the data, so include time and
space correlations, e.g., are people searching for dinner
and a movie; distributions of usage patterns and platforms,
e.g., geographic distribution of Android, Apple, and Black-
Berry users; and clustering to identify interesting and rel-
atively complex search and movement patterns, e.g., con-
sumer trajectories from key word searches.

Our integration of visualization tools is thus guided top-
down, by semantic concepts in the application domain,
rather than by bottom-up tool development. Our presen-
tation here is preliminary in that we provide sketches of
case-studies that demonstrate an application specific inte-
gration of the three major components of modern visual
analytics: visualization, analytics, and interaction (VAI).

Our case-study sketches show how an interactive sys-
tem for visual data exploration can be used to alternate
between exploratory search – looking for ideas and new
hypothesis in data – and explanatory search – looking for
evidence to support a hypothesis. While we have not yet
formulated experiments to directly measure the cognitive
efficacy of our experimental system, we believe that our
semantically-driven VAI workflows and the integration of

visual methods and interaction provides some useful ideas
about how to extend current frameworks for visual analyt-
ics systems.

Keywords— Visualization, Analytics, Interaction, Geo-
Located Search

1 Introduction
An increasing number of sources of large data are now pub-

licly available (e.g., [8]). But in many cases, despite the

intuition that these data hold valuable inferences, one may

not have a clear idea of how to model those data, or exactly

what kinds of valued information could be extracted. In

such cases, being able to freely explore the data is useful,

and because of data volumes, and like many current visual

analytics researchers (e.g., [21], [13], [20]), we believe vi-

sual exploration and interaction with visualizations of data

to be important — even necessary.

A good example of large publicly available data is a

variety of geo-coded data from smart phones (e.g., [5]),

which provided the basis for a spatial visualization of data,

time, location, and activities associated with those time

and geo-spatial coordinates. In our case, we have access

to a significant volume of search records from the popu-

lar smart phone application Poynt1, which provides about

20 million gps-enabled smart phone users with the abil-

ity to access a variety of data, including business and pri-

vate phone numbers, restaurants, events, movies, and gas

stations, all indexed by geo-location of the handset user.

For example, a Poynt user can search for the cheapest gas

within a specified distance from a specific location.

Each individual use of one of these geo-located searches

creates a search record (described below), which pro-

vides that user’s location, time of search, and category of

search (e.g., gas station, movie, restaurant, and a variety

of others). In our case we have over 531 million individ-

ual records of Poynt user search records, which include1See www.poynt.com
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both searches across several categories (e.g., gas, movies,

restaurants) as well as Yelp2 classified keyword searches.

Our general motivation is to investigate a potential

framework for deploying analytics on the user search

records, to find potential business value. Broadly speak-

ing, the potential business value lying behind the rapidly

accumulating search records (about 20,000,000 records per

day) is that associated with a variety of user profiling ini-

tiatives, e.g., the suggestions of Amazon. The difference

here is that, in addition to preferences for products (e.g.,
books, movies), there is extra information in terms of time

and place of request across the spectrum of business places,

personal phone numbers, events, movies, restaurants, etc.

Monetizing the potential value of these data is similar to

the challenge of online advertising placement, but with

the added complexity of geo-location, including individual

user movement.

In the general analytics research community that con-

siders geo-located data and events, the focus of value has

been in identifying geographic trajectories based on large

volumes of geo-coded data (e.g., [7]).

Here we are interested in a more general framework

for understanding such data, including those motivated by

identifying patterns that may provide business value for the

application provider. The Poynt data can be used for im-

proving search services and for serving advertisements that

are likely to be relevant to the user (e.g., avoid showing ad-

vertisements for things that are not available in the city the

user resides); but perhaps there are many other interesting

things hiding in the data?

Our overall methodology is to use use the Poynt data

to help guide the coupling of a variety of visualization,

analytical, and interactive (VAI) tools embedded within

our general purpose Digital Dashboard visual exploration

system. Our system allows the federation of many data

sources (“data mash-up”) and it supports interaction with

all visualization results. As we will show in some mini-

case studies, it is easy to do exploratory searches, which

are searches where general visual inferences can be applied

to expose a next “step” or cycle of visualizations guided by

semantic domain constraints. In those cases, a user wants

to explore data to find interesting artifacts which lead to

ideas for new hypotheses about that data. For example,

one might ask to visualize the distribution of iPhone, An-

droid, and Blackberry users within some specific region, in

order to observe any interesting emerging patterns. A user

can also switch to explanatory searches, where a particu-

lar hypothesis might be confirmed or denied, depending on

the available data, e.g., to confirm the hypothesis that New

York iPhone users search for movies more than New York

Blackberry users. And then, perhaps most importantly, a

user can alternate between the two types of searches. We

hope to help articulate these kinds of VAI workflows by

making them explicit, which we believe will help identify

classes of VAI workflow relevant to specific visual analyt-

ics problem solving challenges.

The remainder of our presentation is organized as fol-

lows. The next section introduces the structure and con-

tent of the Poynt data, both to expose its richness, but also

to provide some intuition for the complexity of the poten-

tial inferences that may emerge from the semantics of such

data. This is followed by a brief summary of the general

themes of research on visual analytics, where the major

components of producing visualizations from data, apply-

ing analytics techniques, and interacting with those visu-

alizations provides the basis for making visual inferences.

Then follows the more detailed description of the back-

ground of our digital dashboard, and its configuration for

our particular framework for VAI workflow. Included here

are case study segments intended to show how the dynamic

switch between exploratory and explanatory VAI workflow

can help expose inferences otherwise left unrevealed.

We conclude with a summary, and some discussion

about what priorities might be to exploit this preliminary

investigation in a more formal framework.

2 Data Description
The data we use in our examples is collected through the

smart phone application Poynt3. The application has about

20 million users and it allows access to and searching of a

variety of data, including business and private phone num-

bers, restaurants, events, movies, and gas stations. Search

results can be ordered by geo-location, for instance by

shortest distance to the location of the user when search-

ing (using the GPS of the smart phone).

Each search generates a search record that contains the

user ID of the user doing the search, the location, the time,

the device type (iPhone, Android, etc.) and the search cat-
egory (movie, restaurant, etc.). Some records also have a

search query string, the number of results returned by the

search, and the action taken by the user upon seeing the re-

sults (for example calling the phone number of one of the

search results, asking for a route on the map to the location

of the result, or clicking on a Web link).

About 20 million records per day are generated. Our

data includes over 531 million records collected over three

different five week periods, but here we concentrate only

on about one third of that data, taken from five weeks

from the summer of 2011. In addition, our descriptions

here constrain the geography of our data to a rectangular

area containing the southern part of Ontario in Canada and

2Classified directory search, for example see www.yelp.ca
3http://www.poynt.com
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Pennsylvania and New York in the USA.

3 A brief summary of visual analytics
Current research in exploratory visual analytics informs

our development of a framework for visual analysis of

commercial geo-position data (e.g., [22]). In addition, the

semantics driven top down approach to the choice of tools

and technique integration is similar to that of [9], where

New York taxi data is used to drive a variety of VAI work-

flow structures. Note that, while we are still developing

a perspective on how to turn application independent no-

tions of visual analytics in logics of visualization, we find

these specific applications and the semantics of their do-

mains more informative than those generalizations derived

from a more abstract history of visual analytics and the VAI

workflow framework (e.g., [1, Ch.5]).

Like us, other research that distinguishes explanatory

and exploratory search have noted the need for exploratory

search, typically as a preliminary step to understand large

volumes of data (e.g., [12], [21]). From our viewpoint,

exploratory visualization is a good first step in becoming

familiar with large data, especially with the integration of

visualization and machine learning (e.g., clustering) tech-

niques. But our experience with our digital dashboard and

the complexity of the Poynt data is that the visual ana-

lytics workflow must provide for rapid and frequent al-

ternation between exploratory and explanatory interaction,

much like that related to those techniques provided within

text and knowledge domains of interactive abductive diag-

nostic reasoning (e.g., [14]).

Our observation is that there is acknowledged value in

distinguishing “exploratory” visual search from “explana-

tory” visualization search, but that the nature of the hu-

man interaction is such that there is currently little preci-

sion in the distinction. For example, Wood [21] speaks

to exploratory visual analysis, and emphasizes exploration

but with a complete pipeline of transforming data into pic-

tures, where interaction is used to make selections on a va-

riety of dimensions. But as stated in the conclusion “Some

understanding was achieved ... ” which is positive, but

never explicitly crosses the exploratory boundary to con-

sider confirmatory visual evidence or explanation for a hy-

potheses. The point is not that their system fails to provide

methods to identify visual evidence for a hypothesis on that

domain’s data; but rather that the boundaries are not clear.

This is also the case for two other significant systems ([4],

[9], [2]), where the general term “exploration” provides a

basis for exposing a variety of interesting visualization ren-

dering and interaction techniques, but with no clear bound-

aries on switching from exploratory to explanatory visual

search.

We believe this is a symptom of the state of the art,

rather than a fundamental deficit of the cited work. We

note that there are a variety of existing systems and tech-

niques that provide components suitable for use in each of

the visual analytics workflow segments. For example, vi-

sualization itself is rarely about merely redrawing base data

in a picture space, but often uses a pipeline of both syntac-

tic and semantic transformations before actually rendering

a picture (e.g., [3]). The syntactic components of a visual

analytics framework have a long history (e.g.,[16], the evo-

lution of visual analytics clearly requires more emphasis on

the semantics of visual manipulation (e.g., [1]. Similarly,

the analytics phase of visual analytics often works directly

on alternative visualizations (e.g., [6], [10]). And finally,

the wide range of visual interactions can be both syntactic

and semantic (depending on the domain of the base data),

and beg the issue of things as basic as Norman’s interaction

cycle (e.g., see [19, Ch. 5]).

To clarify our own mini-case studies and the demon-

stration of the value of switching between explanatory

and exploratory work, we first use a simple definition of

visual analytics (taken from [22, P. 174]) and use it to dis-

cuss a simple visualization workflow, within which we can

distinguish a variety of both exploratory and explanatory

visualization and interaction.

The definition we adopt is simple:

Visual Analytics consists of three aspects of transform-

ing and manipulating data to support humans drawing

inferences from that data:

visualization
which is the transformation of base data or any of its

abstractions to some kind of rendering as pictures or

visualizations in 2, 3, or 4D space,

analytics
which is the transformation of base data or any of its

abstractions by machine learning or analytics meth-

ods, to expose relationships otherwise left implicit,

and

interaction
which provides a human interactor with a repertoire

of tools and methods to adjust, change or otherwise

interrogate the visualizations arising directly from

visualizations or from their analytical transforma-

tions.

We abbreviate this definition of visual analytics as VAI,

so that we can refer to the idea of VAI workflow. Each

component of visual analytics can provide a repertoire of

tools and techniques for each of V, A, and I, which can be

deployed in a variety of workflows, to provide a human in-

teractor the basis for doing visual analytics on the base data

of interest.
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4 Components of VAI workflow
The potential repertoire of visualization, analytics, and in-

teraction tools (VAI) is vast. Just the number and variety

of papers, systems, and ideas on how to transform base

data into pictures is overwhelming; the same is true for an-

alytics tools, which are as broad as the whole spectrum

of machine learning techniques. Perhaps the most con-

strained category is interaction, only because the spectrum

is at least constrained by the capabilities of human interac-

tors and the technologies to support interaction with data

(e.g., touch screens, 3D motion sensors).

Because of this broad variety of potentially useful meth-

ods and tools, we believe that the selection of a small set

of VAI methods should be constrained by the semantics of

the domains that are under investigation. So in the case

of visualization tools for the Poynt data, an initial focus is

on linking space, time, and search term data. And a guid-

ing abstraction model for that data is to consider individ-

ual and aggregate behaviour of individuals generating that

data, e.g., to try and identify instances of consumer trajec-

tories.

In the case of visualization tools, we first consider how

an important foundation of such semantically guided top

down design first requires a foundation arising from the

presentation of multiple linked views (e.g., [18], [15]), as

well as interaction and direct manipulation (e.g., [11, 18,

15, 16]) which facilitate the process of visual exploration

of data. These techniques provide the bottom up basis for

any VAI workflow. In our case here, the analytics tools

emerge when the multiple linked views are dynamically

adjusted by human interactors, who can control time se-

ries, spatial and position linked views, to reveal a variety

of clusters that can be hypothesized as components of the

abstract idea of consumer trajectories.

Roberts [15] surveyed the area of Coordinated Multi-

ple Views (CMV), namely Multiple Linked Views. That

work introduced Coordinated Multiple Views as a specific

exploratory visualization technique, from which users may

find insightful relationships and features from target data.

Interaction with quick visual feedback is indispensable

to visual exploration techniques. As described in [15],

a large variety of interaction strategies are integrated by

CMV systems, in which users can interact with data in var-

ious ways, including both indirect direct manipulation. In-

direct manipulation includes the idea of dynamic queries,

which allows a user to interact with sliders, menus and but-

tons. This can be used to filter data and constrain how

the information is displayed. Direct manipulation with

grab, pinch, and stretch actions can be combined to pro-

vide semantic interaction (e.g., to filter or select elements

from the visualization). The principle approach of direct

manipulation is so-called brushing, where selecting (and

highlighting) elements in one display concurrently prop-

agates to other linked displays. Shneiderman et al. [16]

presented a task by data type taxonomy as design guide-

lines for visual information exploration tasks. The taxon-

omy connects each of seven identified data types (1-, 2-,

3-dimensional data, temporal and multi-dimensional data,

and tree and network data) with the appropriate tasks. This

provides the repertoire of direct interactions to explore data

of this type (i.e, overview, zoom, filter, details-on-demand,

relate, history, and extract).

These basic VAI techniques form the basis of the do-

main specific configuration of the Digital Dashboard, de-

scribed in the next section.

5 The Digital Dashboard System
The Digital Dashboard [18] is an experimental framework

for rapidly prototyping systems for visual exploration of

data. It provides general methods for direct manipulation

which makes interaction intuitive and easy, even for novice

users, and all visualization results allow further interaction.

The framework is implemented as a Web-top application

and runs in a Web browser on a user’s local machine.

Because the framework is component based, new data

sources can easily be combined to federate data from sepa-

rate sources (“data mash-up”). It is also easy to incremen-

tally add new types of VAI methods.

The Digital Dashboard supports multiple linked views

of a single collection of base data. When selections or

groupings are done in one view, all linked views are imme-

diately updated. Components that not only provide visu-

alization but also do advanced analyses (e.g., data mining,

clustering, time-series) can also be linked. Such compo-

nents will automatically recalculate whatever analysis they

do, as necessary, because of changes in any linked compo-

nents. All linked visualization components will be auto-

matically updated as analysis results are completed.

As described above, our informal characterization of vi-

sual analytics as VAI workflow provides a simple frame-

work in which to select a number of visualization, analyt-

ics, and interaction tools appropriate to the semantics of

the domain.

For the scope of this paper and the properties of the

Poynt data described above, we have focused on the fol-

lowing:

V (visualization)
With the abstract goal of making visual inferences

about Poynt user behaviour, as either individuals or

in aggregate, we have configured two kinds of ba-

sic visualization techniques to provide two alterna-

tive views of the geo-located data. In addition to

the standard Cartesian geo-location map mashup, we

add an alternative geo-location visualization tech-
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Figure 1: Left: The Digital Dashboard displaying some Poynt data. Right: Searches grouped by device type.

nique called Storygraph [17], which provides an al-

ternative to the Cartesian map display and retains

geo-coordinates for each individual Poynt record,

but also clearly shows a time dimension of each

Poynt request. This is augmented with auxiliary

visual tools that can be used to select subsets or

views on the Poynt data, including selections in

Cartesian space, temporal-Cartesion space (Story-

line), and subsets of both time (e.g., “Every Mon-

day”) and search attributes (e.g., “movie and restau-

rant search on Fridays.”).

A (analytics)
It is often difficult to separate the transformations of

base data to visual representations and many of the

possible analytics methods that might be deployed to

provide insight into those data turned into pictures.

That is only because the process of visualization is

itself an abstraction process, just as are all of ma-

chine learning methods. In our VAI framework, the

desire is to be clear about what kinds of analytics

methods are potential useful in exposing visual in-

ferences on the application domain. In this case,

the analytics methods largely arise from the visual

aggregation of Poynt data records, arising from the

selection of subsets of the data (typically with geo-

graphic constraints and Poynt record attribute space

selections), which is then rendered to create an ag-

gregate representation of those selections in a small

number of visualization variations (as described in

the “V” segment above).

I (interaction)

The natural semantics of the Poynt domain suggests

that a human interactor should be able to visually

perform selections on the data, both in terms of spa-

tial extend and attribute extend (including time). In

this case, our reconfigurable Digital Dashboard pro-

vides for direct touch manipulation of spatial extent,

attribute selection, and temporal extent.

A selection of VAI methods suggested by the properties

of the Poynt data are shown in Figure 1. We mostly fo-

cus on four types of visualization components: A) a Carte-

sian map, to show geospatial data on a map and B) Story-

Graph [17], to show both geospatial and time distribution;

C, E, F, G). These foundational components for visualiz-

ing space and temporal extend are augment here with 2D

histograms, to show data distributions in a variety of se-

lected Poynt record attributes, together with a clock D), to

show distribution over the time of day. Note that, because

the process of visualization is itself a dimensionality or ab-

straction step, it is not always easy to distinguish implicit

“Analytics” from explicit “Analytics” as suggested in the

definition we have adopted. For example, the Storygraph

visualization in component B of Figure 1 already creates a

visual clustering of Poynt events in time, just by the nature

of how events are aggregated.

Similarly, for example, the direct manipulation of both

the Cartesian visualization (by doing multiple region selec-

tions) and the temporal Storyline visualization (but choos-

ing time extent, and linking the selections from previous

Cartesian selections) provides the basis to directly explore

things like “What is the temporal clustering of Poynt users

in a certain geographic area search for a restaurant and a

movie.”
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6 A Framework for VAI workflow
Here we explain a few mini-case studies in terms of how

the selected VAI tools are exploited to do exploratory or

explanatory search, and then considered any refinements

of visualizations, analytics, and interaction to help improve

our sense of the effectiveness of the obtained visual infer-

ences.

We use the expressions Exploratory Search and Ex-
planatory Search to distinguish two different ways of in-

vestigating our data. Explanatory Search is when we al-

ready have an idea or hypothesis in mind, and we seek to

see if the data provides confirming support (or not). An

example is the hypothesis that “People are more likely to

search for a movie on Fridays than on Mondays.” We

open the data, select data from only Mondays and Fridays,

and then we visually inspect the number of searches in the

movie category to support our hypothesis (or to discard the

hypothesis if the data indicates that it is wrong).

By Exploratory Search we mean using tools to look at

a variety of the data to find “something interesting,” espe-

cially when we lack any precise idea of what we are look-

ing for. An example of an Exploratory Search could be

that we want to look at the data and ask ourselves “Are

there any differences in behaviour between Android users

and iPhone users?” We could then visualize the data in a

variety of ways and display search records from Android

devices and iPhone devices separately, to see if something

stands out.

The idea of exploratory versus explanatory search is not

a mode or distinguished operation in the Digital Dash-
board. But it is a cognitive style of user by human users. In

many cases, it is common to switch back and forth between

Exploratory Search and Explanatory Search. Starting with

a rough idea, we might do some Exploratory Search and

see something in the data that prompts us to formulate a

clearer hypothesis. We can then switch to Explanatory
Search to find support, or discard that hypothesis it if it

turns out to be wrong. In the case that lack of support or

disconfirming evidence is found, we might return to Ex-
ploratory Search, to look for a similar but refined hypoth-

esis for further Explanatory Search, or we can do further

Exploratory Search on a new subset of the data based on

the previous hypothesis. This kind of distinguished cogni-

tive activity bears more investigation, but here we simply

provide more detailed scenarios that further articulate the

distinction.

We acknowledge that several have noted the important

role of distinguishing exploratory and explanatory visual-

ization interaction (e.g., [13],[21], [4], [9]). We also note

that no visualization systems we know of provide any ex-

plicit record of posting hypotheses to be confirmed or ex-

tracting potential hypotheses from exploration, thus the on-

going debate about the difference (e.g., [19]). However,

with our simple VAI framework, we can at least consider

simple visualization analytics interaction workflows that

capture some of the intent of changing from exploratory

and explanatory mode. We even expect that, in future vi-

sualization systems, such workflows will become part of

a standard library of abstract methods that provide a start-

ing point for the kinds of visualize inference required by

any particular application domain, as is the case in the taxi

data of Ferreira [9], the geo-spatial mashups of Wood et al.

[21], or the visualization of web-based search of Dörk et

al. [4].

7 VAI example scenarios
Here we show some scenarios using the data described in

Section 2 with the system described in Section 5. In Figure

1 the system provides a variety of methods to display se-

lected data. For example, there is a typical Cartesian map

(A) showing the locations of all the searches. There is also

a 24-hour clock (D), with midnight at the top and noon at

the bottom, showing the time of the day that the searches

were done. We also provide histogram charts showing the

number of searches at different times (C), the number of

searches per device type (E), the number of searches per

search category (F), and the number of searches per user

(G), for the most frequent users.

There is also a StoryGraph [17] display (B). A Story-

Graph makes it easier to see both temporal distribution and

geographical distribution. The horizontal axis is time, and

we can see that there are regular vertical bands with very

few data. These are the nights; there is very little search

activity during the nights. The left hand vertical axis is the

latitude of the location of the search and the right hand ver-

tical axis is the longitude of the location of the search. So

geographic location, otherwise appearing as an x,y coordi-

nate in a Cartesian map view, now becomes a straight line

from the left to the right. A data point is drawn on the line

from its latitude value on the left axis to its longitude value

on the right axis, on the location on the line correspond-

ing to the time of this search query on the horizontal (time)

axis.

7.1 Explanatory Search of Geographical Differ-
ences

A first simple example scenario is an explanatory search

to see if the data supports the hypothesis: “There will

be many queries that are common but that occur only in

Canada, and similarly queries that occur only in the USA,

and there will also be common queries that occur in both

regions.” To confirm this hypothesis, we simply group the

data into searches from locations in the USA and searches

from locations in Canada by interacting with the Carte-

sian map visualization and then look at the frequent search

strings.
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Figure 2: Canada contrasted with the USA

The resulting visualization in Figure 2 shows that fre-

quent strings such as “CIBC” (a Canadian bank), “LCBO”

(the Liquor Control Board of Ontario), “Canadian Tire,”

occur only in the Canadian group. There are also searches

such as “Bank of America,” “CVS,” and “Target,” that oc-

cur only in the USA, and common queries that occur both

in Canada and the USA, such as “UPS,” “Costco,” or “Star-

bucks,” thus confirming the hypothesis.
7.2 Exploratory Search of Device Types
One exploratory investigation of interest might be to deter-

mine if users of different devices behave in different ways.

We start an exploratory search to find any interesting differ-

ences between users of different device types, by interact-

ing with the histogram showing the device types, grouping

the data by the type of device used. The resulting visu-

alization is shown in Figure 1 (right image). We can see

that the most frequent type is BlackBerry, followed fairly

closely by Android. There is a small iPhone category, and

the remainder are extremely low in volume.

Severals things emerge in the visualization of the differ-

ent device types. For example, in the StoryGraph compo-

nent there is a thick band going from the lower left to the

upper right that consists mainly of BlackBerry searches.

Geographically, this is the Toronto area, and on the map we

can also see that Toronto has mainly BlackBerry searches.

For other areas, there is no such BlackBerry domination.

BlackBerry seems to be strongly correlated with the Cana-

dian areas, which might be because BlackBerry is a Cana-

dian company with headquarters near Toronto.

Another thing that stands out is that, while BlackBerry

is the largest group for most search categories, for Gas
searches the BlackBerry group is very small. Also, while

BlackBerry is the most commonly used device, none of the

users with the most searches use BlackBerry.

Interacting with the frequent user visualization and se-

lecting only data from these users shows that they all have

very large numbers of Gas searches. Since there seems to

be something that makes the Gas searches different from

the other categories, we explore this category of search a

little more.

We interact with the histogram of search types and se-

lect only the Gas searches. We also reset the device type

histogram to show all the data as one group. The result-

ing visualization is shown in Figure 3. The BlackBerry

bar in the device type histogram is now very small, despite

being the largest when all search categories were shown.

Something that also stands out very clearly is that on the

Cartesian map, there are no longer any searches at all from

Canada; all searches in the Gas category come from the

USA. The Poynt search application does not seem to sup-

port Gas searches in the Canadian version.

Since the BlackBerry device type was strongly corre-

lated with Canada, the explanation for the under represen-

tation of BlackBerry devices in the Gas category is sim-

ply that this category is only available in the USA, where

BlackBerry users are fewer.

The most frequent users in the frequent user histogram

have an unusually high volume of searches when showing

only the Gas searches. In one case, one user has over 2,000

searches during five weeks.

In the right image of Figure 3, four users with very many

searches in the Gas category are shown. In the StoryGraph

visualization we can see that there are straight lines of reg-

ularly spaced dots. This means that the users are in more

or less the same location and search for gas at regular inter-

vals. Sometimes this goes on for more than 24 hours with-

out interruption. This suggests that these are automatically

generated searches. Perhaps these very frequent users have

a navigation application that continuously refreshes a map

with the nearby gas stations and their prices?

There are also instances where there is a gap in a long

line with a short line nearby filling this gap, and then the

long line continues again. This shows a user searching for

gas in one location many times, then moving to a new lo-

cation where more gas searches are generated for a time,

and then the user moves back to the first location again.
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Figure 3: Left: Restricting the data to only searches in the Gas category. Right: Further restricting the visualization to only four users

with abnormally high numbers of searches in this category.

7.3 Explanatory and Exploratory Search of Time
What users search for is likely to be different at different

times of the day and at different days of the week. We

start with a simple hypothesis: “There are more searches

for ’taxis’ at late hours during the weekends than at other

times of the day and other days of the week”. We will also

explore the data to see if there are any other differences that

stand out while we check our hypothesis.

We first interact with the clock component to restrict the

times of the searches and to group the data into groups that

represent “morning,” “noon,” “night.” The resulting visu-

alization is shown in Figure 4 (left image). The bottom bar

chart shows the most frequent search strings.

We find many query strings that appear in only one

or two of the groups. Some examples include: “pizza.”

“ice cream,” “red lobster,” and “liquor,” which are never

searched for in the morning. As expected, “bar” and “strip-

club,” are generally searched for at night. On the con-

trary, “bank” or “Bank of America” are not searched for

at night. At night there are many searches for “cab” and

“taxi,” though these do occur at other times too. Common

noon searches include “Home Depot,” “Best Buy,” “Wal-

mart,” and “Costco.”

Next we interact with a histogram showing the week-

days of the searches, grouping them into searches that

happened during Monday to Thursday (“weekdays”) and

searches from Friday to Sunday (“weekends”). We also set

the StoryGraph to overlay all five weeks of data on top of

each other. This way, differences between weekends and

weekdays may become more apparent than if all weeks are

shown separately. The resulting visualization is shown in

the right image in Figure 4.

Searches for “Walmart” are much more common on

weekdays than on the weekends, as is for instance “Home

Depot.” There are also more searches for “bowling” or

“gym” on weekdays, while “bar” is more common on

weekends. This is also reflected in the Yelp clustering of

the search strings, For example, the “Active life” category

(which includes gyms, bowling, etc.) has more weekday

searches and the category “Nightlife” (which includes bars

and restaurants) has more weekend searches.

Our hypothesis regarding “taxi” searches can now be

explained. The “taxi” searches are the fifth bar from the

left in the frequent search queries visualization. The part

of the bar that corresponds to weekend nights makes up

more than half the total searches for taxis, confirming our

hypothesis.

8 Conclusions
We have presented an application instance of the Digital
Dashboard framework, and described its use for interac-

tive data exploration of Poynt geolocated search data. In

our case study of that data, we have distinguished the con-

cepts of explanatory search, where a user can search a visu-

alized subset of data to support or reject a hypothesis, and

that of exploratory search, where one looks at a variety of

visualized views of the data, in order to get ideas for new

hypotheses. The alternation of these styles of visualization

and interaction have proven very useful when dealing with

large multi-dimensional data sets.

The case study examples we have described only

scratch the surface of what is possible, much remains to

be explored. For example, one could image building and

saving multiple hypotheses on a variety of data, and man-

age a large number of machine learning techniques, per-

haps simultaneously, to investigate a variety of exploratory

and explanatory structures emerging from the data.

We have not yet considered an evaluation the simple

VAI workflows from a cognitive effectiveness viewpoint,
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Figure 4: Left: Searches grouped by the time of day. Right: Also grouping by weekend or weekday, while folding all weeks into one.

in order to try and accurately measure the effectiveness of

VAI tool selection alternatives. However, we believe that

this VAI framework is a prerequisite to the design of such

experiments, because it provides a basis for considering

how the selected toolsets can be used to improve the effi-

cacy of visual inference for this particular domain.

In addition, there is no theoretical basis to guide the

choice and development of an efficient and semantically

useful repertoire of user interactions on the visualizations

within the Digital Dashboard. While we have exposed

some of the interactions that seem of value (e.g., the inter-

active adjustment of the time clock to help see time series

dependencies), much remains to be done in terms of user

evaluation of preferred visual inferences and valued inter-

action.

In this case, these kinds of future investigations are

well-supported by our system, and analysis of other kinds

of data (e.g., snow accumulation and removal data in large

cities, traffic flow and accident patterns, trends in health

and epidemiology) are underway.
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